Collective intelligence is manifested when multiple agents coherently work in observation, interaction, decision-making and action. In this paper, we define and quantify the intelligence level of heterogeneous agents group organized in a flat structure without explicit leadership by the improved Anytime Universal Intelligence Test (AUIT), an extension of the existing evaluation of homogeneous agents group. The relationship of intelligence level with agents' composition, group size, spatial complexity and testing time is analyzed. The intelligence level of heterogeneous agents groups is compared with that for the homogeneous groups as well, so as to demonstrate the effects of heterogeneity on collective intelligence. Our work will contribute to understand the essence of collective intelligence more deeply and reveal the effect of various key factors on group intelligence level.
I. INTRODUCTION
Collective or group is a very common organizational structure of intelligent creatures. Collective intelligence means that group of individuals behaves collectively in an intelligent manner [1] . Numerous kinds of tasks are increasingly accomplished by groups, making it ever more important to understand the determinants of group performance [2] . And the quantitative analysis of collective intelligence is an important part of studying and understanding group performance. A human group's performance on a wide variety of tasks can be explained by a general collective intelligence factor [2] . The theory of collective intelligence is helpful for understanding many aspects of group performance, bringing benefits to scientific research and practical applications [3] . Notably, the terminology collective, which involves hierarchies or human beings, is treated differently from the term group [4] , [5] . However, our paper primarily focuses on a decentralized group structure [6] , consisting of artificial The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chee Keong Kwoh. machines or simple agents [7] . Such a decentralized group structure, which is widely applied to the field of artificial machines like UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle), often has a flat structure without explicit leadership. So, in this paper, we assume the terminologies ''collective'' and ''group'' interchangeably to both refer to the aggregation of agents without leadership [8] .
Collective intelligence only occurs when there are interactions between agents in the group [9] . The agents' ability to observe/perceive and sense the environment is a fundamental characteristic of agent-based systems [10] . Based on what they observe in the environment, agents in groups interact with each other in a direct (e.g., human talking) or indirect (e.g., ants leaving pheromones) way. Then the agents can carry out actions, and achieve their predefined goals. The process above illustrates a fundamental framework of multi-agent groups interacting within the environment. In this regard, heterogeneous groups are the aggregations of two or more interactive agents of different behaviors, while homogeneous ones are those agents with the same behaviors [11] . Heterogeneous agents have been widely used VOLUME 8, 2020 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ to study real-world problems regarding cybersecurity [12] and economy [13] , [14] . The intelligence level of heterogeneous groups cannot be achieved directly by a homogeneous group model due to the changes of group behavior [15] . In this paper we develop a mechanism of quantifying the intelligence level of heterogeneous group by the improved Anytime Universal Intelligence Test (AUIT). Our simulation results demonstrate that the intelligence level of heterogeneous collectives is higher than same size homogeneous collectives in most cases. And the composition/heterogeneity of heterogeneous collectives also has an important impact on the intelligence level.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Possible ways of evaluating the intelligence of groups and state-ofthe-art work is presented in Section II. Section III formulates the system model and evaluation mechanism. The experiment settings and parameters are in Section IV. We present our experiment results in Section V along with some discussion and analysis of quantitative results. In Section VI, we briefly draw conclusion and introduce the future directions.
II. BACKGROUND
There are several authoritative methods to quantify the intelligence of isolated agent, but it's hard to quantify the intelligence of groups. David L. Dowe [16] proposed an additional computational requirement on intelligence, the ability of expression, as an extention to the Turing Test. C-Test is a test for comprehending ability, equally applicable to both humans and machines, which was presented by J Hernandez-Orallo [17] . Kannan and Parker [18] proposed an effective metric for the evaluation of learning capability towards understanding system level fault-tolerance. Schreiner [19] presented a study related to creating standard measures for systems that can be considered intelligent, which is realized by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). Javier Insa-Cabrera [20] , [21] analysed the influence after including agents with different degrees of intelligence and identified the components that should be considered when measuring social intelligence in multi-agent systems. Presented by Fox and Martin [22] , an agent benchmark model is developed as a basis for analyzing and comparing multiple agent systems with cognitive capabilities. In the research of Anthon and Jannett [23] , the intelligence is gauged in terms of the task intelligent costs. Hibbard [24] proposed a metric for intelligence measuring based on a hierarchy of increasingly complex environment sets. And an agent's intelligence is measured as the ordinal of the most difficult set of environments it can pass. Chmait et al. [25] proposed a metric considered ''universal'' and appropriate to empirically measure the intelligence level of different agents or groups. J Hernández-Orallo [26] presented a way to estimate the difficulty and discriminating power of any task instance. A measure for machine intelligence was proposed by Legg and Hutter [27] , who mathematically formulated essential features about human intelligence to produce a general measure of intelligence for arbitrary machines. Peter M. Kraff [28] conceived general collective intelligence as measuring group performance on classes of cognitive tasks. X. Zhu [29] compared the optimization performance of three different group intelligence algorithms that were run on a support vector machine (SVM). Albert B. Kao and Iain D. Couzin [30] modeled modularity within animal groups and examined how it affected the amount of information represented in collective decisions, as well as the accuracy of those decisions. N.T. Nguyen [31] , [32] presented an approach to calculate the collective knowledge state with the collective elements' knowledge states, involving the distances from the collective knowledge state to the collective elements on a quasi-Euclidean space. J. Korczak [33] evaluated the collective intelligence in trading decisions by calculating the linear combination of several indicators related to the performance of market transaction process. Nader Chmait [25] , [34] , [35] provided an information-theoretic solution, and quantified and analyzed the impact of communication and observation abilities on the intelligence of homogeneous multi-agent system. They considered a series of factors hindering and influencing the effectiveness of interactive cognitive systems [11] , [36] , [37] . Finally, we summarize the possibly used taxonomy for evaluation criteria and calculation methods in Table 1 .
However, there is no authoritative or universal way of collective intelligence evaluation for agent based groups at present. Besides, the current researches on group intelligence evaluation have not differentiated between homogeneous and heterogeneous groups. The impact of heterogeneity on collective intelligence has not been fully discussed. Considering the above situation, the improved AUIT model and method, together with the evaluation analysis of heterogeneous groups, are brought forward in this paper. 
III. MODEL AND METHOD A. THE SYSTEM MODEL
The Anytime Universal Intelligence Test (AUIT) [41] is a method to evaluate the intelligence level of homogeneous multi-agent groups. The test simulates agents working in a finite environment and calculate the rewards corresponding to their actions. The average rewards over all agents are considered as the intelligence level of this group. The model works in a toroidal grid space, named The * (Lambda Star) Environment. To evaluate the intelligence level of heterogeneous groups, we extend the AUIT model as shown in Fig. 1 . The environment is a toroidal grid space (periodic boundaries) which means that moving off one border makes you appear on the facing one. In this test environment, there are objects from finite set = {π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π x , ⊕, } which contains working agents ( ⊆ , = {π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π x }) and two moving special objects, Good (⊕) and Evil ( ). The two special objects travel with measurable complexity movement patterns in the environment. Once the size of the environment is determined, each cell is marked with an ordered index. The movement patterns are repeating series of cell index which illustrate where the special objects will be in one test episode. And the complexity of the series is considered to be the complexity of movement patterns [11] . Each element in can work as a finite set of move actions
Reward is defined as a function of the distance of the evaluated agent to objects ⊕ and [11] . In the test environment, given an agent π j , its reward r i j at some test iteration i is a real number, calculated as follows, in which r i j+ represents the reward caused by ⊕, and r i j− represents the reward caused by :
(2)
where d π j ,⊕ and d π j , means the (toroidal) chessboard distance [42] between π j and ⊕ or respectively. For example, in a 10-by-10 grid-world, the distance from cell (2, 1) to (2, 10) is 1. The reward of agent is the combination of the effects of two distances. The snapshot of agent rewards map is shown in Fig. 2 . Besides, the two special objects act as the moving targets in the evaluation, and the agents' work is to chase Good (⊕) and keep away from Evil ( ). With these settings, a test episode consist of a series of ϑ iterations working as Algorithm 1. In Algorithm 1, an observation means the reward information of π i j 's observation range (1 Moore neighbour cells) [43] . The evaluation result is the average reward of each agent over each iteration [11] , shown in Algorithm 1.
In environment µ, there are two types of complexity. One is task complexity K (µ) [11] , which corresponds to the difficulty of the task, and is mathematically represented by the Kolmogorov complexity [44] of the two special objects' movement patterns. The other one is the search space complexity or environmental complexity H (µ) [11] , represented by Shannon entropy [45] of the environment, which stands for the uncertainty of µ and corresponds to the size of the environment. As for an environment µ with a size of m × n, S µ is a possible environment status. N is the set of S µ . And the environment complexity is calculated as follows,
Algorithm 1 Evaluation Algorithm Input: (set of n evaluated heterogeneous agents), special objects(⊕ and ), A(set of actions), environment size m×m, iteration number ϑ Output: The evaluation of an n-agent group's intelligence 1: Agents from ⊆ and the two special objects ⊕ and are randomly distributed in the m-by-m toroidal gridworld // Initialize 2: for i ← 1 to ϑ do 3: for j ← 1 to n do 4: The environment sends an observation to π i j // Observation 5: end for 6: for j ← 1 to n do 7: π i j interacts with other agents about the observation and takes an action from A // Action 8: end for 9: The two special objects ⊕ and perform the next action in their movement pattern and renew the rewards distribution in the environment 10: for j ← 1 to n do 11: The environment returns a reward r i j to π i j according to its distance to the special objects // Reward 12: end for 13 : end for 14 
The movement patterns are randomly generated before each test. To evaluate the collectives over the same task complexity, we do the simulation with the special objects following the same movement pattern while the other settings (total number of agents, environment size, test and iteration times) remain unchanged. Furthermore, we increase the search space complexity by enlarging the size of the environment.
B. THE EVALUATION METHOD
In the heterogeneous group evaluation, we take several types of agents into consideration. They include Local Search Agent, Oracle Agent, and Random Agent. Agents are able to move on the same cell, while the special objects are not allowed to be in the same cell.
a. Local Search Agent: This kind of agent will choose the cell of highest reward in its observation range to be the target cell in one iteration. If the rewards of cells in the observation range are all equal, it will randomly choose one. b. Oracle Agent: It knows the movement pattern of the Good special object and can get close to it in the fastest way.
c. Random Agent: It randomly chooses one neighbor cell as its next moving target cell. The synergy among the agents in the group is crucial to the performance [46] . The evaluation also considers different group communication methods, such as Talking, Stigmergy, Imitation.
a. Talking (direct communication): Agents exchange observation information with each other in communication range, then choose the highest reward cell as their moving target. b. Stigmergy [47] (indirect communication): Agents get their own observation exactly. Each of them gets others' observations with random fake rewards. c. Imitation: Agents take the same action as other agent in their observation range. When there are more than one agent in range, they randomly choose one to follow. The extended AUIT environment is like a real map, while the agent is like UAV. UAVs gather for search and avoidance missions in a decentralized way. They act on the observation of the environment and the information gathered from others. That constitutes a practical application scenario for the evaluation mechanism. In particular, different agents get information at each episode according to the communication methods they take. Agents with direct communication will get all agents' exact observations, while agents with indirect communication will get others' observations with bias. And agents with the imitation capability will get the action information of other agents in their observation range. After that, agents choose and perform actions. Then they get rewards from the environment. At the end of a test episode, the average rewards for each agent are considered as the intelligence level of the group.
For instance, considering a scenario where there is a heterogeneous group consisting of 8 local search agents using stigmergy and 2 local search agents using talking, these ten agents, as well as two extra special objects, are randomly scattered in the environment at the beginning of one episode. Then in each iteration, the ten agents individually get their own observation which contains the true rewards of cells in their own observation range. Afterwards, each local search agent using talking gets all the other agents' true observations while every local search agent using stigmergy gets the other agents' observations added with their fake rewards. Next, each agent chooses the cell with the highest reward to be its target cell according to the information it observes and receives. And each agent takes a selected action to get close to its target cell. Then, the two special objects change their positions (i.e., the action performed by objects) following their own pre-defined movement patterns and renew the rewards distribution in the environment. Subsequently, the environment returns the reward of the cell where the agent stays as the final reward it gets for this iteration. In a word, each episode includes several iterations and every agent/object only takes one action in each iteration. At the end of one episode, the average of each agent's reward in each iteration is the evaluation result in this episode. The similar procedure applies to the following episodes and we take the final average of all episodes' result as the collective intelligence level of the heterogeneous group.
In the field of organizational behavior, the calculation of collective intelligence possibly need to take leadership and decision making into consideration [48] . The evaluation result could be much more complex than the average result of each agent. However, the mechanism we use here applies to the criterion of accuracy mentioned in Table 1 under the assumption that the collectives for the study now are decentralized. In this case, to assess the overall accuracy of the task, we consider the average rewards to be the final performance of the collectives. When the test environment and agent behaviors get more complicated in the future, the calculation method of the collective intelligence should be accordingly extended. For example, the weighted average or target reaching probability under abstract modeling could be exploited for the hierarchical collective cases.
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS
Our experiments try to figure out the impact of agent composition, group size, environmental complexity and evaluation time on the intelligence level of heterogeneous groups. And we also compare the intelligence of heterogeneous group with a homogeneous group with the same size to understand the impact of heterogeneity. The agents and communication methods in our simulation, as well as the corresponding symbols are listed in Table 2 . In the evaluation of heterogeneous groups, we mainly carry out the simulation in a 20 × 20 environment, corresponding to H (µ) = 17.2 bits. And each test lasts 20 iterations. As for the fake rewards for agents using stigmergy, we firstly get the true observation of an agent π j , and we set the fake rewards to be the average result of the maximum and minimum of the observed rewards. After adding the fake rewards to the true observation, we get a biased observation and when needed it will be sent to those agents who use stigmergy. In our simulation, the observation range is set to be 1, which means that an agent can observe the cell where it is and one circle around it, 9 cells in total. Currently, agents using talking or stigmergy are able to get the information they need from all the other agents, indicating that the communication range is not limited, which can be optimized in the future. All agents have the same speed as each takes one action from the finite action set A to move from a cell to an adjacent one or stay still in every iteration. In order to figure out the impact of environmental complexity, time and group size, H (µ) varies from 13.2 bits to 19.6 bits as shown in Table 3 , number of iterations varies from 10 to 500, and the number of agents varies from 10 to 60 (the ratio of the components remains the same). At the beginning of each test iteration, all the agents are randomly scattered in the environment. To reduce the influence of random initial positions, we use the average result of ten test episodes with the same settings. 
V. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. EVALUATION OF HETEROGENEOUS AGENTS GROUP 1) AGENTS COMPOSITION
In heterogeneous groups, agents of different decision strategies or communication methods work cooperatively. We combine different agents to get heterogeneous groups and evaluate their intelligence level, and the corresponding results are illustrated in Fig. 3 . It can be observed from Fig. 3 that the intelligence level of heterogeneous groups is mainly determined by the intelligence level of the components. If the group size is fixed, the group shows higher intelligence level as the heterogeneity gets stronger. For example, the first three columns in the left of Fig. 3 show the increase of group intelligence level as the proportion of SL and TL getting closer.
This indicates that heterogeneity can indeed help improve the group intelligence.
2) IMPACT OF AGENT NUMBER
Just as the saying goes ''many hands make light the work [49] ''. We enlarge the group size step by step to observe the changes in their quantified collective intelligence level, and the result is shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4 , the expression ''nbr'' means the total number of agents, and the ratio of one type agents to the other types in the collectives remains 9:1 (e.g., the second column of the first cluster named ''SL&TL'' with a slash pattern represents a collective consisting of 18 SLs and 2 TLs). In the test environment, more agents means more information can be observed, leading to a better reward. But with the increase in the number of agents, the result will come to an upper limit. Since the amount of information in the environment is limited, the increase in agent number makes the available information to be mined quickly and the group performance will reach a celling in finite evaluation iteration times. 
3) IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENT COMPLEXITY
We gradually extend the size of the environment to increase the search space complexity, and get results in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5 illustrates that heterogeneous collective intelligence will decrease with the increase of the environment complexity. The reason lies in that in the environment with a large space, it is challenging to meet ⊕ and elude within a finite numbers of iterations, which results in the degradation of heterogeneous group performance. In other words, when the environment is too large for any agent to sense or learn the position of the special objects, all agents in the group may behave like random and aimless walks, leading to the rewards they get closing to 0.
4) IMPACT OF EVALUATION TIME
We extend the evaluation time by increasing the number of iterations for each test, and we get Fig. 6 . It can be observed from Fig. 6 that collectives demonstrate an increase in the intelligence level. As time goes longer, agents get more chance to seek and follow ⊕ as well as staying away from . And the evaluation results gradually come to an upper limit with sufficient iterations. In Fig. 6 , the gap between IL10&TL10 and IL10&O10 is larger than that between SL10&TL10 and SL10&O10. That means the intelligence level of indirect communicating heterogeneous groups is more stable than that of imitative heterogeneous groups.
B. COMPARISON BETWEEN HOMOGENEOUS GROUP AND HETEROGENEOUS ONE 1) AGENTS COMPOSITION
We evaluate the intelligence level of heterogeneous groups and homogeneous groups of the same size. As a comparison, we calculate the weighted average of homogeneous groups that consist of the same types and numbers of agents with the heterogeneous groups. For example, the weighted average of homogeneous collectives ''SL19&TL1'' is calculated as
where SL homo is the intelligence level of 20-agent homogeneous SL group, and TL homo is the intelligence level of 20-agent homogeneous TL group. And that's how we get Fig. 7 . It can be observed from Fig. 7 that the improvement of the heterogeneous group intelligence level benefits from the better performance of most agents rather than the minor more intelligent ones. Fig. 7 implies that heterogeneity does have a positive impact on group intelligence level. Besides, we compare homogeneous groups and the less intelligent part of agents in heterogeneous groups with the number of agents increasing, showing the results in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8 , the symbol ''SL(&TL)'' means the quantified result of SL in the heterogeneous collectives which also contain TL. Moreover, the ratio of SL or IL to the other types of agents remains 9:1. It can be observed from Fig. 8 that the homogeneous part in heterogeneous collectives apparently shows the improvement caused by heterogeneity. In the left part of Fig. 8 , the improvement obtained from introducing TL is similar to that benefited from O. However, the right part of Fig. 8 shows that working together with O can make better improvement for the performance of IL, since they are highly dependent on other types of agents.
2) IMPACT OF AGENT NUMBER
We evaluate the intelligence level of homogeneous and heterogeneous groups with the number of agents increasing, showing the results in Fig. 9 . The group performance improves with the agents' number increasing in both heterogeneous and homogeneous cases. In Fig. 9 , homogeneous group ''TL'' is apparently less intelligent than ''O''. However, in heterogeneous groups, ''SL&TL'' and ''SL&O'' get similiar performance, indicating that for multi-agents with indirect communications, the improvement caused by heterogeneity may have unclear relationship with the original performance of the wiser agents. Indirectly communicating groups achieve a similar intelligence level, even if the agents with different intelligent levels are added to the groups.
3) IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENT COMPLEXITY
Homogeneous groups and heterogeneous groups are evaluated with the increase of environment complexity, and the results are shown in Fig. 10 . In Fig. 10 , both homogeneous groups and heterogeneous groups show intelligence level decrease when environment complexity increases. The decrease rate of heterogeneous group intelligence level is between that of the individual components. The impact of environment complexity on heterogeneous group intelligence level is mostly determined by the components. But, the heterogeneity can make the group performance more stable. Fig. 11 shows the variation of the reward with respect to the iteration index. It can be observed from Fig. 11 that homogeneous and heterogeneous collectives show similar performance along with the increasing of iterations. Most heterogeneous groups' performance rises slower than that of homogeneous groups. But ''IL9&O1'' outperforms ''TL10'' and ''SL9&O1'' may work as well as ''TL10'' when number of iterations is sufficient. The performance of heterogeneous collectives which contain few high-performance agents (i.e., SL9&TL1) is very close to that of the homogeneous collectives containing only high-performance agents (i.e., TL10). When time expanding, we can expect heterogeneous groups mainly consist of low-performance agents to get high intelligence level. That is of great significance in reality since high-performance agents, like TL and O, are often energy-intensive or even impractical.
4) IMPACT OF EVALUATION TIME
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
To evaluate the intelligence level of heterogeneous group, we improve the AUIT model and the related evaluation method. We evaluate the intelligence level of different heterogeneous groups and study the impact of agent composion together with communication methods, group size, environment complexity and evaluation time. Experiment results prove that (a) Heterogeneity can improve the group intelligence level; (b) More agents and longer test time can also lead to better group performance; (c) The intelligence level improvement of heterogeneous groups that mainly adopt indirect communication is quite stable, while groups most made of imitative agents are more likely to be affected by external conditions such as the space size and evaluating time.
In the future, to make the simulation closer to the actual situation, especially for the indirect communication method, the generation of fake rewards should have something to do with the distances between agents. And effective ways of controlling the task complexity should be added to the evaluation mechanism. To expand our work, we consider enriching the agent types, for example, incorporating reinforcement learning agents, and adopting different position initiation strategies in simulation. More complex heterogeneous collectives consisting of more types of agents can be taken into consideration. Finding a proper way to define the costs of groups working on a task is helpful for the utility analysis. There is substantial practical value in formulating a computational framework to optimally tune the best agent group for a given mission. The framework tends to optimize the group intelligence level by adjusting agent numbers, types and communication methods and constraints about cost. As groups get larger and agents become more intelligent, the organizational behavior can play a vital role in the collective performance [50] . In this regard, it is quite valuable to take account of different organizational structures when the evaluation mechanism gets more comprehensive and applicable for more complex agents. Accordingly, the calculation method of collective intelligence should be improved as well. We leave such a meaningful research direction as future works.
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